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Introduction.

Let K be the cyclotomic field of rn-th roots of unity and G the Galois group of ](

over the rational number field. The stickelberger ideal SI( of I{, \vhich is an ideal of the

group ring Z[G], is a quite interesting object in number theory in view of the following

tow points, both of which are closely related. The first point is that SI( annihilates

the ideal class group of I< (Stickelberger's theorem). H we denote by Al( the set of

elements '1J E Z[G] such that (1 + j)7] E s(G)Z, where j is the complex conjugation

and s( G) denotes the sum in Z [C] of the elements of G, then SKis containcd in

AK. One may expect that the index [AK : SK] carries some information of the dass

number of IC In fact, when m is apower of a prime number, Iwasawa [11] showed

that [A K : SK] is precisely equal to hK, the relative class number of ](/ ]{+, where

](+ denotes the maximal real subfield of I{. Later, Sinnott [SinI] extended Iwasawa's

results to general cyc1otomic fields. In [12] Iwasawa defined the Stickelberger ideal Sk

for arbitrary abelian field k, and Sinnott [Sin2] and IGmura-Horie [K-H] calculated

the index [Ak : Sk] in some cases.(See Theorem 1.1.) However, the precise formula

of the index for general cases is not known. Dur first result (Theorem 3.1) gives an



explicit fonnula for the index when k is a composite field of some quadratic fields.

The second point is that every element of BK appears as the infinity type of a

Jacobi surn Hecke character of [(. In §2 we define an index v(c) = [Ze : B n Ze] for

each element eof AK. It follows easily from the Iwasawa's finiteness theorem for the

index (A K : BK] (see Theorem 1.1) that v(c) is also finite. By definition v = v(e)

is the smallest positive integer such that, for any algebraic Hecke character X of a

finite extension of K of infinity type ~, XV is a twist of a Jacobi sum Hecke character

of K. Dur second result (Theorem 4.5) gives a formula for v(~) for any element of

(AK )Gal(K/ko), where ko is the composite field of all quadratic fields contained in [(.

The contents of this paper is as follows. In §1 we will briefly review some funda

mental properties of the Stickelberger ideal of abelian fields. In §2 we will review

algebraic Hecke characters and Jacobi SUffi Hecke characters and study a certain re

lation between v(~) and those characters. §3 and §4 will be devoted to the proof of

Theorem 3.1 and 4.5 respectively.
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§1. The Stickelberger ideal.

In this section we recall mainly from [Sin1) and [Sin2] the definition and some

fundamental properties of the Stickelberger ideal of an abelian field. Let !( = Q((m)

be the cyclotomic field of m-th roots of unity and G the Galois group Gal(!(/Q).

For any t E (Z/mZ)X, we denote by O't the element of G characterized by (~ = (:n.
We identify G with (Z/mZ) x via this correspondence.

Let R' be a free abelian group generated by the elements of I/mI \ {O}:

R' = Z[I/mZ \ {Oll.

Then R' is aG-module via the natural action of (Z/mZ)X on Z/mZ \ {O}. Moreover

we can regard it as a commutative ring: For any a, bEl/mI \ 0, define [al [b] to be

[ab] if ab =f 0, and 0 otherwise. H we extend linearly this multiplication law to R',

then it becomes a commutative ring. Define

Then R is a subring of R' and stable under the action of G.

For any element a E Z \ {O}, we define a Stickelberger element B(a) E Q[G] by

B(a) = L (ta/m)O't 1
,

tE(Z/mZ)X

where (ta/rn) denotes the element of ~ Z such that 0 < (ta/rn) < 1 and rn(ta/rn) - ta

(mod m). If a = L: ca[a] is an element of R', we set

Then B is a G-homomorphism from R' to Q[G]. Let S~( = B(R'). The Stickelberger

ideal BK of !( is defined by

BK = SK n Z[G].
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It is easy to see that BK = 8(R). Let k be a subfield of !( and r its Galois group

over Q. In [12] Iwasawa defined the Stickelberger ideal Bk of k by

where resK/k : Z[G] ----4' Z[r] denotes the restriction map. If we set

then it is easy to see that Bk = B~ n Z[r]. Moreover the definition of Bk and S~ do

not depnd on the choice of the cyclotomic field !(. The ideal Bk has the following

remarlmble property which is often called Stickelberger'3 relation. (See [LI], [We2]

and [Sin2].)

Theoreln 1.1. The Stickelberger ideal Bk annihilates the ideal c1ass group of k.

That is, for any ideal a of k and for any element 1] of Bk, the ideal a'1 is a principal

ideal.

For any finite Galois extension L of Q, we denote by AL the set of element

~ E Z[Gal(L/Q)] such that (1 + j)( = ws(Gal(L/Q)) with an integer w, where

s(Gal(L/Q)) is the summation in Z[Gal(L/Q)] of all the elements of Gal(L/Q) and

j denotes the complex conjugation. It is known that Bk is a G-submodule of A k

([Sin2], Lemma 2.1). The integer w is called the weight of~. In [11], Iwasawa

calculated the index [AK : BK] when m is apower of a prime number. Sinnott

([Sinl],[Sin2] and [Sin3]) extended Iwasawa's results to lllore general cases. (See

also [K-H].) To state the results we need some notation. Let E k and lVk be the

group of units of k and the group of roots of unity in k respectively. Let k+ be the

maximal real field in k, and set Et = E k nk+. Let Qk = [Ek : lVkEt], and let hl: be
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the relative dass number of k/ k+. Then their results may be sammerized as follows.

(For more precise statements and further results, see the references in the theorem.)

Theorem 1.2. Tbe index [A k : Sk] is finite and of the following fonn:

wbere Ck is a positive integer divisible by only the primes dividing tbe order Ir/ of

r. Let r be tlle nUlnber of primes which ramifles in k. Tbell the following assertions

bald.

(1) If k = !{ and r ~ 2, then Ck = Qk. (Iwsawa[I1J)

(2) Hk = ]{ and r > 2, then Ck = 22r
-

2
• (Sinnott [Sin1})

(3) If r ~ 2, tben Ck = 1 or 2. (Sillnott {Sin2}, Kimura-Horie [K-HJ)

(4) H r = 3, tben Ck = 2n for same n 2:: O. (IGmura-Horie [K-H), Sillnott [Sin3})

(5) H r is cyc1ic, tben Ck = 1. (Sinnott [Sin2J)

(6) H r is the rurect product of its inertia groups, then Ck = 2n for same n 2:: o.

(Sinnott [Sin2})

Remark 1.3. Although Ck is apower of 2 in all cases listed above, this is in

general not the case. For detail, see [Sin2, Sin3], [K-H].
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§2. Algebraic Hecke characters and Jacobi SUlll Hecke characters.

In this section we recall some basic facts about algebraic Hecke characters and

Jacobi surn Hecke characters. For the detail, see [D], [L2] 01' [Scha). Let Land E

be two nmnber fields and f a non-zero integral ideal of L. Let Hom(L, E) be the set

of ernbeddins of L into a fixed aJgebraic c10sure E of E. A group hornomornrphism

from the group [L(f) of the ideals of L prime to f to the multiplicative group of E is

called an Algebraic Hecke character 0/ L with values in E, if

X( (a)) = TI (aU
) n., ,

uEHom(L,E)

for any a E K X with 0' =l(mod.f). The elemnt ~ = L:nuO" of Z[Hom(L,E)) is

called the infinity type of X and will be denoted by u(x) in this paper. We denote by

YL(E) the group of algebraic Hecke characters of L with values in E.

In what follows we assmne that E = !( and L is a finite Galois extension of Q

containing !(. In this case we have a isomorphism Z[Hom(L, E)] :::: Z[Gal(L/Q)].

Let AL be the set of element ~ E Z[Gal(L/Q)) such that (1 + y')~ E s(Gal(L/Q))Z.

It is weIl known that u(X) lies in AL for any algebraic Hecke character of L. The

correspondence u which associates X with u(X) defines a h01TIOmorphism

If c E H om(G(Lab / L ), C x ), then by dass field theory c can be regarded as an

algebraic Hecke character of L with the trivial infinity type. Conversely we have

Proposition 2.1. J(er(u) = Hom(G(Lab/L),C X
).

Proof: See [Iw2), [Scluu].
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Among algebraic Hecke characters of K there are specially interesting characters,

called Jacobi sum Hecke cheracters. We recall the definition in what follows. Let p

be a prime number which does not divide m. Let p be a prime ideal of I( lying above

p, and let Fq be the residue field at .p. Let Xp be the character of lF:, with values in

the group of m-th roots of unity, characterized by

.t.!. x
Xp( x) =X m (mod .p), x E Fq •

For any element al, ... , an E l/mZ \ {O} such that al + ... + an = 0, we set

where the summation runs over (n-l)-tuples (Xl, ... ,Xn-l) E (lF:)n-1 such that 1 +

Xl +"'+Xn-l = O. If 0:' E R, then there exist elements al, ... , ar, b1l ... , bß E Z/mZ\ {O}

such that al + ... + a r = b1 + ... + b" = 0 and 0:' = I:[ai] - I:[bj]. We set

and extend it multiplicatively to get a homomorphism from I g to I{x. This definition

depends only on 0:' bu t not on the expression of a.

Theorenl 2.2. (Weil [We2J) For any 0:' E R, Ja is an algebrajc Hecke character 01

1(. Moreover the infinity type of Jo: is given by B(a).

Now for any element ~ of AK we set

This index is finite since the inclusion map Z~ '-+ AK induces an injection Z~/(SKn

Z~) C-...+ AK/SK. In particular v(~) divides the index [AI( : Sg]. If X E 9L(I() ancl
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u(x) = COrL/K(~), then U(Xll(e)) = COrL/K(V(~)~) E COrL/K(Sf() by definition, hence

Xll(e) = eJo 0 N L / K for a character e E Hom(Gal(LabjL),C X
) by Prposition 2.2 .

Thus v(e) measures the difference between X and Jacobi SUffi Hecke characters.

Fix an element ~ of AK. By the general theory of algebraic Hecke chracters there

exists a finite extension L of !( for wruch the following condition holels:

u(x) = corL/K(~) for some X E YL(!{).

Let Lebe the smallest field among such L's. Then the theory of complex multiplica

tion for CM-motives (see [D], [DMOS], [Schal, [B)), which genererlize the complex

multiplication theory of abelian vaneties of CM-type due to Shimura and Taniyama

([S-T)), says that Le is the unramified abelian extension of !( corresponding via class

field theory to the following subgroup

of the ideal group !K of !(, where oe = IIu( aU)n u if ~ = L nua and w is the weight

of ~. vVe define the annihilator of the ideal dass group elf( of !( by

SK = {t] E AK J a'1 rv 1 for any a E !g}.

Then, by the Stickelberger's relation (Theorem 1.1), SI< lS contained in SK. In

general, the structure of SK /SK is not known. Let

v(~) = [Z~ : SK n Z~].

Obviously iI(~) is a divisor of v(~). The following proposition is not difficult, anel we

leave it to the reader.
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Proposition 2.3. Tbe quotient group BK /SK COlltaillS a cyclic group oE order

v(e)/i/(e)·

Recall that the exponent of a finite abelian group X is defined to be the smallest

integer n such that nx = 0 for all x EX.

Proposition 2.4. Tbe exponent 01 I K/ PK(e) is i/(e). In particular iI(e) divides

[L€ : I(].

Proof: We consider a paring

where Ik = {a€ la E IK }. This pairing induces a non-degenerate pairing

This proves the first statement. The second statelnent follows froln this and the

isomorphism I K /PK(e) I"V Gal(Le/l(). Q.E.D.

As an illustration of the above proposition, we consider the case where I< contains

an imaginary qudratic field k = Q(J-rn) \vith the discriminant -mo Let H =

G(I(/k) and e= s(H) E A K the SUffi of elements of H. Then the above proposition

says that i/(e) divides hk /2r-] , where hk denotes the dass nUllbcr of k and l' is the

number of prime number dividing m. Indeed, if we denotes by eIl( and elk the ideal
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class group of ]( and k respectively, then the subgroup of CIl( which corresponds to

L e is the kernel of the norm map N K/ k : CIK -----+ Cl k . Therefore we have

[Le : 1\1 = INK/k(C1K)1 = [kur: kur n K],

where kur denotes the Hilbert dass field of k. The genus theory of quadratic fields

implies that the last index is h k /2 r
-

1 .
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§3. The structure of Sk and the index [Ak : Sk].

In this sectian and next section we will assume that ord2 (m) = 0,2 or 3 and

ordp(m) = °or 1 for any add prime number p. Let ko be the composite field of all

quadratic fields in ]( and put Ho = Gal(](/ko). Let k be a subfield of ko, which will

be assumed to be imaginary throughout this section. Thus the degree [k : Q] = 2 n for

an integer n such that 1 ~ n ~ r, where r is the number of prime factors of m. We

denote by k+ the maximal real subfield of k. Let Dk and D k+ be the discriIninants

of k and k+ respectively. We set

Let r = Gal(k/Q) and r the character group of r. We denote by r- the set of odd

characters of r, Le.

t- = {X E r I X(j) = -1},

which is non-empty since k is imaginary. For each character X E r, let dx be the

conductor of X. Then ord2 (dx ) = 0,2 or 3, and ordp(dx ) = 0 or 1 for any odd prime

p. By the conductor-discriminant formula (see [Wal, Theorem 3.11), we find

(1) D;; = ± TI dx '
xEt-

If a is an integer, we define a non-negative intger v( a) by

v(a) = L ordp(a).
pla

Now the main theorem in this sectian can be stated as follows.

Theorenl 3.1. Let h; be the relative dass number oE k/k+ and Qk the unit index

oE k defined in §1. Let ak be the number oE odd character with odd conductor if m
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is even, and ak = 0 otherwise. Then

Let A k = EBxEr- Z, then we have a ring homomrphism

which sends [al to (... , x(a), "')xEf' E Ak for any a E r. Let e- = (1 - j)/2 E Q[r].

Then 'lj;k induces an injection from e-Q[r] into Ak 0 Q.

Proposition 3.2. The image 'lj;k(e-Ak) of e- Ak is a sublattice of Ak. Tlle index is

given by

[A . "I. ( -A )] - 2(n-l)2(n-2)
k • If/k e k - .

Proof: The first statement is clear since X( e-) = 1 for any X E f'-. To cOlnpute the

index we define a integral matrix !v! of size 2n - 1 by

Al = (x(a))XEr-,O'Er/<i>'

Then it follows immediately from the definition of 'lj;k that 7j;k(e- A k) = M Ak. There-

fore the index [A k : 'lfk(e- Ak)] equals Idet(M)J. Since M t A1 = 2n - 1 I, we have

(1)2(n-:Z) .det(M) = ±2 n- . ThlS completes the proof. Q.E.D.

Recall that Bk is an ideal of Ak, hence e- Sk C e- A k . Vve want to know the

image of e-Sk by 'ljJk. For each X E r, we denote by B1,X the generelized Bernoulli

number. Then it is weIl known that B1•X equals the dass number of the quadratic
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field corresponding to X if X E r-. The following proposition is fundamental in the

proof of Therem 3.1.

Proposition 3.3. For each X E r-, let Cx - 1 jf m js evcn and dx js odd, and

€x = 0 othewise. Tben

(2) ... 1. ( -S') ffi 2v(m/dx)-~xBI 'x Z.o/k e k = 'l7
xEr-

Proof: If we denote by projk the projection map from Ako 0 Q to Ak 0 Q, then

k = ko• The idea of the proof is to construct an element O:'x of R,Ho for each X E r,
which satisfies the following condition.

(3)
·f '1 X = X,

otherwise.

H X Er, then X has the decomposition X = XI ...X.. , where Xi 's E rare the characters

uniquely determined by the fo11owing property:

dXi = 4,8 or an odd prime,

For each X E r, we define a subgroup Hx of (Z/mZ)X by

H = {t E Ho It = 1(mod.m/dx ), and }
x Xi(t) = 1 for a11 i '

and set

IX = L [t].
tEHx

Then Ix is an element of R', and clearly [m/dx],x E R,Ho • For any divisor d of m,

we denote by Qd (resp. Q~) the submodule of R 'HO generated by [m/dx]/x for 811

X E r with dxld (resp. dxld and dx < d).
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"VVe now need two lenunas below.

Lemma 3.4. Let d be any divisor of m and t any element of (Z/mZ) x. Let X be

any character of r. Then we have x(B([m/d] [tl)) = 0 unless dldx and X E t-, in

which case we have

X(B( [~] [tl)) = 'P~~)) X(t) II (1 - X(p))· B1,x·
c.p pldx/d

Proof: See for example [LI] or [A].

Lemma 3.5. Let XO Erbe any character with an odd conductor d := dxo ' Let ß

be any element of R' such that, for any X Er, x(O(ß)) = 0 iE dx f d and x( B(Q')) E

IHo12v(m/dx)-~B1,xZ if dx ld, where € = 1 if m is even, alld Ootherwise. Then there

exists an element, E Qd such that

(4)

for any X =j:. Xo.

Proof: Put

X(B(ß +,)) = 0

We \vant to show that we can take integers CX" s so that , has the property (4). It

follows from Lemma 3.4 that x(B(,)) = 0 if dx f d, hence (4) holds in this case. H

dxld, then by the same lenuna
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hence the right hand side of (5) is equal to

IHo12 v(m/d x )-t:B I ,x L Cx' 11
x' Er pldx , / dx

dxldx,ld

Hence (4) is equivalent to the following equality

1 - X(p)
2

Cx' 11 1 - ;(p) = 0,

pldx,/dx

where bx is an integer determined by X(B(ß» = lHo!2v (m/dx )-t: BI,XbX' Since cx' and

(1 - X'(p»/2 are integers, we can take integers cx' inductively. Q.E.D.

We continue the proof of Proposition 3.3. Take a character X and fix it. First

suppose that d := dx is odd. Put

Then one can easily check that ß satisfies the condition in Lemma 3.5. Let, E Qd

be the element obtained by applying that lemma to ß, and put

Then x(B(ax»= X«B(ß») = IHoI2 v(m/d)-t: x and x'(B(ax»= 0 for any X' :I x,

hence Qx satisfies (3).

Next consider the case where d is even, say e = 2ord2 (d) = 4 or 8. Let Xl be the

unique element of f'- with dX1 = dIe. We put

ß' = {
[!J-],x, ifXI(2)=1

[7] rx + [-~] 'Xl' if XI(2) = -l.
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Then it is easy to see that X(B(ß')) = IHoI2v(m/d) and X'(B(ß')) = °if ~181d and

8 < d. Let " E Qd/e be the element obtained by applying Lemma 3.5 to ß'. If we

put

ß' ,
O'x = +"

then O'x satisfies the condition (3).

Now we note that there exists an element 1Jx E 51.
0

such that cor I</k o(1Jx) = B( CYx)'

Indeed this follows from the fact that a x E R'H o and the relation

(6)

Since corK/ko is aG-module homomorphism, we find [Ho]X'(7Jx) = x'(B(ax )), hence

{

2v(m/dx)-~xB if X' = X
'( ) 1,X'X 1Jx = .

0, otherwlse.

The proof of Proposit ion 3.3 is complete if we show that 7Jx's generate 5~o as a G/ Ho

module. Bu t this is clear from (6) since R'H o is generated by Q'x's as a G/ Ho -mo clule.

Q.E.D.

Let Uk a the submodule of Q[r] defined in [Sin2], Corollarly to Proposition 2.2.

vVe do not give the definition in this paper. What we need here is the following

relation between S~ and Uk :

From this and Proposition 3.3 \ve have

Corollarly 3.6. Notation being as above, we have

.,pk(e-Uk) = ffi 2v(m/dx)-~xZ.

xer-
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Proof of Theoreln 3.1: For any two submodules X, Y of A k we denote by (X : Y)

the generalized index. (See [Sin1] for the definition.) By [Sin2]' Theorem 2.2, we

have

(7)

H we recall that the map 'l/Jk is injective ,on e-Q[r], we CM easily see that

In Proposition 3.3 we have already calculated the denominator. As for the numerator,

by Corollarly 3.6, we have

[A k : 'lfk(e-Uk)] = II 2v(m/dx)-~x = 2v(m)2
n

-
1
-v(D:;)-al:.

xEr-

Here we have used the following relation:

L v(dx) = v(Dk),
xEr-

which is clear from (1). Hence

Combining this and (7), we obtain the desired formula. Q.E.D.
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§4. Calculation of v(~)o

Let !( and ko be as in §3. We denote by r ° the Galois group GaZ(ko/Q). For eaeh

a E Z/mZ, define B(a) E Q[G] by

Ö(a) = L ((~) - ~)(T;1.
tE(I/rnl)X

Note that 8(-a) = -B(a), henceoB(a) E e- S'x. Extending it linearly, we obtain a

G-module homomorphism

Clearly 8 is surjective. Let B be the kernel of 8. Thus we have the following short

exact sequence of G-modules

o--t B --t R'~ e- S'x ---4 o.

Taking the cohomology groups H*(Ho, -), we obtain a long exact sequence

From this and the next lemma we obtain the following exaet sequence

(1)

Lemma 4.1. H1(Ho, R') = o.

Proof: For eaeh divisor d of m, let Gd = GaZ(I(/Q((d))' Then R' is isomorphie to

EB Z[G]Gd

dirn
d<rn

as aG-module, henee

H1(Ho, R') ~ EB H1(Ho, Z[G]GtI ).

dirn
d<rn

18



The inflation-restriction exact sequence shows that the sequence

is exact. The first group is trivial since Z[G]Gd is a free Hol Ho n Gd-module,

and the last one is also trivial since Ho n Gd acts triviallyon l[GJGd. Therefore

H 1(Ho, Z[GJGd ) = 0 for any d. This proves the lemma. Q.E.D.

Now, for any eE A~o with weight w, let Ve be the image of (e- SK )Ho n Zer under

the map 8 in (1), where e' = e- .!fs(G). We then have an exact sequence with

ovbious maps

Since lei /(e- s~{ n le') f'V el/(Sg n Ze), we have

Proposition 4.2. Let Cx be as in Proposition 3.3. Let eo be an element oE l(fo}

such that e= COrK/ko(eO)' Then

Before going into the proof of the proposition, we state an elementary lemma. We

leave the proof to the reader.
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Lemma 4.3. Let a}, ... , an, bI, ... , bn be positive integers and put a = (all.'.' an) E

zn. Let X = Za and Y = blZ EB ... EB bnZ. Tben

Proof of Proposition 4.2: For any element 1] of Z[G]Ho = cor K/ko(l[roD, take

any element 1]0 of Z[ro] such that TJ = corK/ko(1]O). Let 'l/J0(7]) = 'l/JkO(TJO), where 'l/Jko

is the map defined in §3. Then 'l/Jo defines an injection

'l/Jo : e-Q[G]Ho f-+ E9 Q.

xEt;

Note that both B( R'H O ) and Ze are contained in e- Q[G] H o • Hence 'l/Jo ioduces the

isomorphism'

By Proposition 3.3 we have

'l/Jo(BR'HO ) = ,po(S~o) = E9 2v(m/dx)-~x Bl,XZ,

xEr;

On the other hand, by definition, we have
\,

t/Jo«() = (···,X(eo), ... ) 'Er-·x 0

Theo, by applying Lemma 4.3 to X = 'l/Jo(Ze'), Y = 'l/Jo(B(R'Ho )), we get the desired

formula. Q.E.D.

It seems difficult to determine the order IVeI exactly in general. In what follows

we consider the following condition on m.

(2) p - 3 (mod.4) for any ocid prime divisor p of m.
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Proposition 4.4. H m satisfies the condition (2), then H 1 (Ho, B) = O. In particu-

lar, Ve= o.

Proof: Clearly it suffices to show the first statement. Let B* be the submodule of

B generated by "standard elements":

p-I .

'"""' zmL.,..{a + -] + [-pa],
i=O P

m m
{al + [a + 2"] + [-2a] + [2"]'

plm, p = odd, pa f:. 0,

21m, 2a f:. O.

and [al + [-al for all a E l/mZ \ {O}. Then it is known that B / B* is an elementary

abelian group of exponent 2. (See [Y], [Ku] or [A].) From the exact sequence

o--+ B* --+ B --+ BIB* --+ 0,

we have an exact sequence

The last group is zero since the order of Ho is prime to 2 by our assumption and

B / B* is a 2-group. "VVe must show that the first group is also zero. For that purpose

let D be the submodule of B generated by elements of the form [a]+{-a]. Then it can

be shown without difficulty that B* / D is a free H o-moclule and so H 1 ( Ho, D) = O.

Hence from the exact sequence

we find that H1(Ho,B*) = O. This completes the proof. Q.E.D.

Combining the results obtained so far, we have
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Theorem 4.5. Far any eE A K such that ~ = C07'K/ko(eO) far some ~o E Z[roL we

have

Moreover, if m satisfies the condition (2), then

Relnark 4.6. H k = Q( J-m) is an imaginary quadratic field and e= s(H), then

the first statement of Theorem 4.4 implies that

since X(eo) = 2 r
-

1 for the unique nontrivial character X E t and hk is divisible by

2r -
1

. In particular v(e) divides h k /2 r - 1 • This is also a consequence of Proposition

2.4 if v(e) = ii(e). (See the discussion at the end of §2.) Moreover, if m satisfies the

condition (2), then v(e) = hk /2 r
- 1 • But, if m does not satisfy (2), then Ve is not

necessarily zero. For example suppose that m is of the form

m = Pl ...Pr-1Q, Pi =3 (mod 4), q =5 (mod 8).

Then we can show that v(e) = hk / 2r, hence IVe I = 2. This, in part icular, implies

that NK/k(CIK) is not a cyclic group.(See Proposition 2.4.)
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